
4.3  Homework

Question 1
S1 Examination Question from May 2010 Q2
An experiment consists of selecting a ball from a bag and spinning a coin.
The bag contains 5 red balls and 7 blue balls.
A ball is selected at random from the bag, its colour is noted and then the ball
is returned to the bag.

When a red ball is selected, a biased coin with probability  of landing heads is spun. 2 
 3 

When a blue ball is selected a fair coin is spun.

( a ) Complete the tree diagram below to show the possible outcomes
and associated probabilities.
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[ 2 marks ]



Shivani selects a ball and spins the appropriate coin.

( b ) Find the probability that she obtains a head.

[ 2 marks ]
Given that Tom selected a ball at random and obtained a head when he
spun the appropriate coin,

( c ) find the probability that Tom selected a red ball.

[ 3 marks ]
Shivani and Tom each repeat this experiment.

( d ) Find the probability that the colour of the ball Shivani selects is the
same as the colour of the ball Tom selects.

[ 3 marks ]



Question 2
S1 Examination Question from June 2014 Q4
In a factory, three machines, J, K and L, are used to make biscuits.
Machine J makes 25% of the biscuits.
Machine K makes 45% of the biscuits.
The rest of the biscuits are made by machine L.

It is known that 2% of the biscuits made by machine J are broken, 3% of the
biscuits made by machine K are broken and 5% of the biscuits made by 
machine L are broken.

( a ) Draw a tree diagram to illustrate all possible outcomes and
associated probabilities.

[ 2 marks ]



A biscuit is selected at random.

( b ) Calculate the probability that the biscuit is made by machine J and
is not broken.

[ 2 marks ]
( c ) Calculate the probability that the biscuit is broken.

[ 2 marks ]
( d ) Given that the biscuit is broken,  find the probability that

it was not made by machine K.

[ 3 marks ]
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